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TapeManager 
Quick Start for 

Update Release 9.069 
 
In order to allow the user to quickly install and use the TapeManager software update, use these 

revised step-by-step instructions.   

1. Copy all TapeManager programs and data files to tape or another disk family.  The TM 

DB BACKUP command may be used for this. 

2. Mount the software release CD in a system CDROM drive unit (or mount the ISO image).  

3. From a TapeManager Utility or TMRemoteSPO session enter TM INSTALL ALL. A copy 

of files from the software release CD will start, then the 

SYSTEM/TAPEMANAGER/INSTALL program will run and issue a number of system 

commands to install the updated TapeManager software. TapeManager will shut down 

automatically.  If you don’t have a software release CD and only have the wrapped 

“ALL.CON” file, then you can specify that file for the install.  From TMRemoteSPO enter: 

TM INSTALL ALL IN <usercode for TapeManager files>”ALL.CON” ON <pack> 

So, if the file was called (DSI)RELEASE/69W/WRAP/”ALL.CON” and it was copied to the 

pack that had all the TapeManager software called TMSOFT then the command from 

TMRemoteSPO would be: 

        TM INSTALL ALL IN (DSI)RELEASE/69W/WRAP/”ALL.CON” ON TMSOFT 

4. All TapeManager Utility and TMRemoteSPO sessions must be ended to complete the install. 

If MARC access to the TapeManager has been provided then enter the following from the 

command line of a MARC session:  

 

DIRECTIVE - TM to delink the old software  

5. The install program will automatically restart the updated TapeManager. To manually 

activate the updated TapeManager system, issue the following command at the operator’s 

console (ODT) or TMRemoteSPO session: SEND TM START.  

6. If MARC access to the TapeManager is desired then enter the following from the 

command line of a MARC session: 

 

DIRECTIVE + TM = *SYSTEM/DSISUPPORT ON DISK:SYSTEM 
 

If the software was loaded under a usercode or to a family other than DISK those parts of 

this command need to be changed to reflect the file location. 

7. Finally, verify that the TapeManager is active and communicating by entering a command 

at the console such as TM STATUS.  You may see the message UNRECOGNIZED 

REQUEST (which is normal due to the way the TapeManager gets console messages) 

followed by a response by the TapeManager to the console. 

The TapeManager update has now been completed 
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